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Winter Jacket: New Beginnings
(Winter Jacket Series Book 2)

Book 2 in the Winter Jacket series: There was something about Hunter Dyson that drew Elle to her.
Maybe it was her unwavering eye contact. Maybe it was because she never took off her winter
jacket in class. Or maybe it was the taboo of a student-professor relationship. They'd overcome
obstacles to be together, and now with job security and a healthy, happy relationship, life was
supposed to get easier â€“ she was supposed to have her happy ending. But for Elle, the
complications are only just beginning.
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Loooved this book!! Eliza is such a great writer and I have purchased all of her books. She really
knows how to draw a reader in with her wonderful characters and the challenges they're faced with
always keep me soo engrossed that I finish a novel in hours. Which can be kinda sad cause I hate
to see them end... Anyway I had no idea that there was going to be a sequel to Winter Jacket and I
cannot even begin to describe how excited I was to find it, not to mention there'll be a third
installment of the series!! I highly recommend this book. And of course all of her other ones!

Really enjoyed this sequel to Winter Jacket. And judging by the ending on this one, we should be

expecting another? I really can't get enough of these characters! And truth be told, I can really relate
to the story. My partner and I met under similar circumstances with the same age difference. Many
of Elle's insecurities regarding their age difference are so on point! Can't wait to read another book
by this author, hoping they'll be another in the Winter Jacket series!

I don't put much stock in sequels but I enjoyed the first story so much I had to find out where Ellio
and Hunter ended up and this story didn't disappoint. Eliza has become one of my favorite authors. I
love her writing style and will continue to read whatever she publishes.

I really loved the characters in Winter Jacket, so to see a sequel out really made my day. I've
bought every book by this author and honestly Hunter and Ellie are my favourite, there's just so
much personality behind them.written beautifully didn't spot any grammar mistakes so that's a huge
plus.Looking forward to another sequel and to continue with Ellie and Hunter's journeyI don't give
out many five stars but this one is definitely 5/5 would read again material

I love the all of the characters in this series and truly root them on to make the right decisions. I
hope there will be a 3rd book!!!!Eliza is one of a few that I have read all of their books and will
continue to follow, looking forward to the next.

Great sequel to Winter Jacket. I really enjoyed these characters and the issues they go through. I
am interested to see if there will be another installment of this story. I would love to read more about
these characters.

How do you write a sequel to a lesbian romance masterpiece? Click Buy Now and you will be
educated in how to execute exactly just that in WJ2. Elle and Hunter manage to find a way to not
only solidify their love affair but also sweep away the taboo associated with student/teacher
romances. Unfortunately, forces conspire to challenge their tenuous relationship yet again when Elle
grows bored with success in her career and also with the stability she finds in Hunter. I've read this
book numerous times since its release and while on the surface we find a selfish Elle making
decisions solely based on herself instead of a couple, you can also see under the layers of Elle's
self-centeredness a very immature and inexperienced Hunter stumbling to find a way to keep Elle
close. Many times I was compelled to jump into the pages myself and grab both girls by the lapels
and shake furiously at their selfishness and inexperience that kept putting a wedge between them.

What WJ2 left me with was an exhausted mess worrying over these two amazing characters, and
these two can't seem to just get out of their own way when it comes to their love affair. You can bet I
won't quit worrying about them until they're together or it's over, for good.

I have heard that sequels are bitter sweet, and hardly ever as good as the first, so I'm very cautious
and not looking forward to part II. I'm so happy I didn't skipped this one! I truly think that this story
got better with the second installment the characters, especially Elle, devolved so beautifully you
cannot help but enjoy the journey! I truly appreciate that the story didn't fall in the typical and
predictable path but brilliantly the author manage to develop a great, engaging and even very sexy
story without falling on the too fictional situations that usually spoil the realism of the novel. This was
such a good continuing of the story that, honestly I am already praying for the next installment, there
so much more I would like to know about Elle and Hunter story!
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